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In this month’s meaty issue: 

TV Synergy? The two biggest hits radio suffers during ongoing cost cuts are off-air promotion and local news.  In 

this month’s issue: Resourceful tactics that smart stations share with equally challenged TV stations.  

Non-Stop Callers for Weekend Talkers: How attorneys, Realtors®, financial advisors, others can amp-up ROI. 

 

“The most powerful office in the world is occupied -- and 

being abused -- by a man who is entirely unfit and is 

spinning dangerously out of control.  Everyone needs to 

stop pretending otherwise.  And it’s all getting worse.” 
Pulitzer Prize-winning columnist Eugene Robinson, The Washington Post 

For Talk Radio, it’s getting better, every day. 
The day after Mitt Romney’s Senate floor rebuke of Trump’s Syria withdrawal, Rush Limbaugh predicted that Romney 
is posturing for a 2020 challenge.   

Same day: Former Ohio Governor John Kasich, also a former Republican presidential candidate, announced that he 

favors Impeachment after acting White House chief of staff Mick Mulvaney acknowledged that Trump's decision to 
hold up military aid to Ukraine was linked to his demand that Ukraine investigate the Democratic National Committee 

and the 2016 U.S. presidential campaign.  

 “Mr. Trump still feels so well-protected by his party that he has just 

named his own golf resort as the site for the next Group of 7 summit in 

2020, a brazen act of self-dealing. Yet Republicans will not be able to 

postpone a reckoning with Trumpism for much longer.” 
The New York Times Editorial Board 

Acting White House Chief of Staff Mick Mulvaney announced, nonchalantly, that, per the President’s earlier 

suggestion, the 2020 G7 meeting – which it is the USA’s turn to host – would be held at Trump’s money-losing Doral 

resort in Florida, in June, during hurricane season.  A day later the decision was rescinded, and Mulvaney kept-digging 
on Fox News Sunday (see back page).  More recently, he’s been less-visible. 

“When you’re angry, you make mistakes.” 
Bill O’Reilly, chatting with WOR/New York’s Mark Simone. 

Calling Syria and G7 “mistakes,” O’Reilly fears that Democrats’ persistence is getting to his longtime acquaintance Trump. 

 
Talk stations: Keep up.  It’s a challenge, and a big opportunity.   

• Staunch Trump supporters – those most-likely to contribute atypically-high Average Quarter Hours per week – are 

OK with whatever he says or does. 

• Our job is to train listeners to expect that their local Limbaugh/Hannity/Fox News radio station will keep them up-
to-speed on what happened (top of the hour) and how to feel about it (the other 55 minutes). 

• Because the underlying pro-Trump narrative is SO repetitive (i.e., “Democrats want open borders”), duration-of-

listening occasions is less-opportune than number-of-occasions.  Imaging accordingly is an important part of my 

work with client stations.  At yours, don’t be subtle. 
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6 IDEAS IN 5 MINUTES 
1. Sales: Yes, use retailers’ voices in spots.  No, don’t script them. 

I’m very involved with client stations’ Sales prospecting and commercial Quality Control; and can recommend a 

technique that lands new accounts, and produces results: 

• Interview the prospect, unscripted. Unless he/she “can’t talk,” they might be their best story-teller. 

• In the proper sound environment, recording on your smartphone will suffice. 

• Chat ‘em up about how-they-do what-they-do.  Lift sound bites. 

• Write-around, with lean announce copy. 

I detail this technique – and provide an example you can listen to and use as a spec spot – in a recent Talkers 
magazine column: http://www.talkers.com/2019/10/14/monday-memo-their-voice-their-words/ 

 

2. Write copy this effective: “Download Audible and start listening today.” 
 

3. Promo language for News/Talk stations: “Too much is happening…too fast.” 
For reasons explained on page one. 

MILK IT. 
 

4. GET a flu shot. 
No, it won’t give you the flu.   
And experts say the H3N2 strain that’s found-its-way-here from Australia is tough. 

 

5. Jargon Alert: “PSA” 
To real people, it’s a prostate cancer test.  If, for whatever reason, you’re referring to a “Public Service 

Announcement,” say that. 

 

6. Jargon Alert: “Remote” 
It’ the clicker real people use to change TV channels.  If you’ll be “broadcasting live from...” say that.  
 

  
   

LAST MONTH: FREE images! 
I’ve seen the Cease & Desist letter from Getty Images, and it’s chilling. 

When they find one of their photos on your web site, they enclose an invoice, and it’s not cheap.   
Ignore it, and you’ll spend LOTS more on lawyers. 

In last month’s newsletter: WHERE YOU MAY right-click-and-Save. 
If you missed that issue, download it (also gratis) at HollandCooke.com 

If you’re not getting this newsletter each month, Email your Email address to newsletter@hollandcooke.com 

 

20 Years Turning Pits into Palaces 
Hearty CONGRATULATIONS to my 20-year client The Money Pit Home Improvement Radio Show, heard each weekend 
on 300+ stations...which means it might not be available in your market.  But if it is, peruse our affiliate assets at 

MoneyPitRadioShow.com and see and hear how your News/Talk station’s weekends can become “appointment 

listening,” and how your entire cluster can bundle-up for the buy.  

See also: https://www.moneypit.com/fix-improve-it/the-money-pit-celebrates-20-years-turning-pits-into-palaces/ 

http://www.talkers.com/2019/10/14/monday-memo-their-voice-their-words/
https://www.moneypit.com/fix-improve-it/the-money-pit-celebrates-20-years-turning-pits-into-palaces/
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Weekend Talkers, Non-Stop Callers 
If you’re an attorney, Realtor®, veterinarian, financial advisor, or other professional services provider brokering weekend 
Talk Radio time to round-up new clients, your call-in show exploits the most proven concept in marketing: free samples.  
“The lawyer is in; the meter is off.”   

Q+A about callers’ situations is relatable to other listeners.  Do this right, and -- even before you can invite them to -- callers 
will ask, “May I call you on Monday?”  Thus the worth of making your show the-best-it-can-be.  Do fundamentally-solid Talk 
Radio, like the weekend warriors I coach. 
 

It’s ALL about the calls. 
New client acquisition is a great big numbers game.  Your specific goal is simple and measurable: For attorneys, it’s more 
“sits,” those no-cost-no-obligation in-office consultations, where prospects become clients.  Whatever your work, you want 
the phone to ring at your office.  So let’s make the phone ring during your show. 

• On Talk Radio, callers’ questions enable you to transcend mere advertising.  Listeners hear…you…listening, to callers’ 
issues.  And they take comfort in your caring manner and confident expertise.  So caller quantity AND quality is the ball 
game. 

• For your purposes, Talk Radio needs to be dialogue, not monologue.  A steady stream of callers implies that you are 
authoritative and approachable. 

 

High call count is only half the success formula.   
To maximize your ROI, callers’ issues/challenges/situations need to be both relatable to listeners AND pertinent to your 
area(s) of practice.  So callers themselves are a factor.  Some are great; others are worth ducking. 
 
If you’ve been hosting Talk Radio for a while, and the phone just isn’t ringing enough, the one-caller-after-another show 
we’re describing might sound too-ideal-to-be-real.  But it’s not.  Simply repurpose a tool you already use: voicemail. 
 

Call-in shows that only field callers in real-time are making a fundamental mistake. 
Why:  

• Why talk only with people who happen to be listening while you do the show live? 

• We live in an on-demand culture.  So, in addition to its weekend airtime, your show needs a podcast afterlife, which can 
also invite calls to a 24/7 number.  

• And offer that number elsewhere in your marketing.   

• And some callers might be too shy to call while you’re on-air live. 
   
Before each live weekend show, you can cull cream-of-the-crop voicemails, then sound darn popular on-air.  And maybe 
take-back your weekend!  Some shows I coach pre-assemble what sounds like a lively show, which airs WHILE they’re 

working.  Or playing golf.        

“Of all the clauses in the Constitution, it is the one clause that guarantees everything else in the 

greatest document ever struck off by the hand and brain of man.  Listen to these forty-five words, for 

they are freedom’s music: ‘Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or 

prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or the press; or of the right 

of the people peacefully to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances.’ 

In our world where ambiguity infects almost everything, this is the loveliest example of non-

ambiguity to be found anywhere.” 
WVOX/WVIP, Westchester owner William O’Shaughnessy, in his new book “Radio Active,” his “fifth collection of essays, on-air 

interviews, tributes and eulogies, endorsements, recollections of an evening.” 
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TV Synergies: How Smart Stations Buddy-Up 
Consultants make money selling “safe lists” to music stations.  But with so many digital competitors now 
attacking, the playlist alone isn’t safe anymore.  Especially when FMs wedge those tunes between too many 

commercials.  So FMs mustn’t confuse “rotation” (the list) with “curation” (what you do between songs that 
makes you special). 

 
And too many News/Talk stations are doing too little news.  Often, outside of morning drive, the five minutes 

atop the hour is from a network, or afternoon local newscasts pre-recorded by morning staffers; and the next 

55 minutes are national content that parrots what’s all over cable. 
 

What every station can do to be special?  Something national and/or new-tech audio competitors cannot: useful 
local news.  And before you groan about how cutbacks have clobbered HR, consider partnering with a fellow 

broadcaster who’s also challenged.  Even before inevitable FCC relaxation of cross-ownership, there are 

opportunities. 
 

"If you think RADIO has problems..."  
Netflix et al are to television stations what Pandora et al are to music stations.  So local news is TV 

broadcasters’ silver bullet, and their need to remind viewers exceeds their off-air Promotion budget.  As The 

Rock would wink, “Do you smell what I’m cookin’?” 
 

I am always impressed when I see-and-hear effective radio and TV stations swapping product.   

• The most obvious asset is weather.  Many radio stations’ forecasts are voiced by local television 
meteorologists, so the radio station’s weather cred’ stands on the broad shoulders of the weather brand the 

TV station promotes so relentlessly. 

• For some News/Talk stations, simulcasting a television newscast is the only way they can air local news in 
the afternoon.  Radio people who love to hate TV audio are under-estimating how loyal viewers are; and 

how conspicuous and handy this can make the radio station.   

• Especially if the deal includes promos – on both stations -- by trusted local anchors, that “If you can’t be 

home in time to SEE us, you can HEAR us…”  In every market where we’ve executed this strategy, the TV 
talent has remarked at how many compliments they get for being on radio.    

• Deal point: During simulcast newscasts, the TV station supers “Heard live on WXXX 800AM Radio.”  
 

Agree to reciprocal excerpting-at-will for attribution.   
Translation: Each station gives blanket permission for the other to grab, from the air, whatever the other station 

wants, crediting the originating partner. 

• Yes-there-will-be times when someone from the radio station is on-scene; or when radio scores a 
newsworthy interview that TV can use.  Although, more often, thinner-staffed radio will use TV sound more 

than vice-versa. 

• When I programmed WTOP/Washington, WUSA (the CBS TV affiliate) let us help ourselves to newscast 
audio (“And the mayor told Channel 9…”).  Our desk and theirs compared assignments beforehand, and we 

rolled on every WUSA newscast. 

• True story: The news director from NBC4 came to my office and said “You can use OUR sound, and you 
don’t even have to say ‘Channel 4.’  Just STOP saying ‘Channel 9.’”   
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• It was a flattering offer but we remained loyal to WUSA, the once-upon-a-time WTOP-TV.  Decades later we 

were still getting mail addressed to “WTOP-TV.”  And both stations being CBS affiliates contributed to the 
lingering impression that we were siblings, so the confusion was actually useful.  Does your radio station 

have a long-lost brother?  
 

Radio takes TV where it otherwise can't go: in-car.  
Note how aggressively TV stations are programming their apps and web sites.  They want to be a news brand, 
not just a news station.  

• A smart TV station would relish the opportunity to “own” a breaking local story, by giving radio a ROSR 

(“Reporter On-Scene Report”) during the day (when radio audience is high and TV audience is low), 
because doing so is a promo for the upcoming evening TV newscast, and the TV station’s digital platforms. 

• Warning: This can be a tough sell to over-protective TV news directors, who may fret that by doing so 
they’re alerting other TV stations to the story.  Stinkin’ thinkin.’  TV competitors could show up anyway, but 

not be-known-for covering the story like the station that’s reporting it on radio too. 
 

Local TV news is a hungry critter… 
…with a limited budget.  Which is why some TV stations toss-live to their radio partner’s afternoon: “Jay, what 
are your callers saying about the mayor’s abrupt resignation?”   

 

Arrangements like this were even commonplace a couple decades ago, when TV had to equip the radio studio 
with equipment more elaborate than modern day video chat requires. 
 

The calculus is simple. 
Radio + TV > Radio - TV or TV – Radio 

 
Radio PLUS television is greater-than Radio MINUS television or TV minus Radio.  

 
Even if you’re a music station that doesn’t do much news at all, these opportunities are worth exploring.  At 

least trade spots, because neither station can afford to promote as much as it should. 
 

 

Blast-From-The-Past 
Discovered at a client station… 
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SOUND BITES 
“It’s just the best if it’s done right, and it’s because you’re not watching anything at the 
same time that’s distracting you.” 
Rush Limbaugh, who reckoned, on-air that: “a good radio guy or girl/woman paints the pictures you see, or you do it 
yourself.  But the intimacy that radio can cause to happen also enhances persuadability out the wazoo, because it’s in that 
intimacy that you develop the trust and the believability, hopefully, that the audience invests in you.” 

True!  And something we urge Sales reps to pitch. 

A caller had asked Rush why he’s not also distributing via YouTube and other digital platforms: 

“I have a business responsibility for every radio station I’m on to be as highly rated as possible.  And if you can find me a 
whole bunch of other places, then there’s no need to come to the radio -- or not as much – every day.” 

“What a mensch!” affiliates would think, if they listened, which few seem to while his show is automated.  If they did listen, 
they’d be irked at how systematically and relentlessly he uses their air to migrate listeners to his paid platform, where they 
can access the Dittocam he references so often (asynchronous audio, so they’ll turn-off the radio) or on-demand shows. 
 

“Gannett has no plans to discontinue the print edition of USA TODAY, which remains an 
important part of our business.” 
Publisher Maribel Perez Wadsworth, who quickly convened a staff meeting to deny a Poynter Institute report that The 

Nation’s Newspaper would go all-digital, as Gannett’s merger with notorious cost-cutter GateHouse Media loomed.  
 

“whenever and however they want it” 
How the new Radio.com Rewind technology will deliver audio content, per Entercom Chief Digital Officer J.D. Crowley. 

The feature allows users to begin listening from any point in any show; and -- as many audiobook listeners like to – to 
playback up to two times the original speed.  And users can toggle-back to the live broadcast at any time.  Coming soon: 
Listeners can also share excerpts of live broadcast content via Email and Social Media. 
  

“This is my last newscast here.” 
Surprise announcement by Fox News Chief Anchor Shepard Smith, who joined the channel at its inception in 1996. 
“Under our agreement, I won't be reporting elsewhere, at least in the near feature," he said. 
 

“This is a title that we confer on all kinds of people who get elected to public office.  
We're supposed to introduce them as ‘honorable.’ But Elijah Cummings was honorable 
before he was elected to office. There's a difference. There's a difference if you were 
honorable and treated others honorably outside the limelight.” 
President Obama, at Rep. Cummings’ funeral. 
 

“You’re making me look like an idiot!” 
President Trump, in an expletive-laden rant to aides and cabinet members in an Oval Office meeting, according to a New 
York Times excerpt of the new book “Border Wars: Inside Trump’s Assault on Immigration,” by Julie Hirschfeld Davis and 
Michael D Shear.  Also recounted: Trump’s suggestion to fortify the border wall with a moat filled with alligators and snakes. 
 

“I’m not only a beauty.  I’m smart.  I have brains.  I’m intelligent!” 
The First Lady 
 

“We have a gangster president who thinks he can do anything he wants…The problem is, 
if he actually gets away with it, then we all have a problem.” 
Robert DeNiro, interviewed by The Guardian: “I want him to go to jail.” 
 

But WAIT…there’s MORE…  
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Trump-O-Rama 
Talk Radio: MILK it.  This president is the story of a lifetime, and better by-the-day.  Voters most-

likely to be high-TSL listeners remain undaunted.  (Music stations: Pretend it’s not happening.) 
 

“Don’t be a tough guy.  Don’t be a fool!  I will call you later.” 
Letter asking Turkish President Erdogan not to invade Syria after Trump’s surprise U.S. military stand-down order.  News 
media had the White House confirm the letter’s authenticity before publishing it.  Erdogan reportedly threw it the waste-
basket as he sent troops over the border.  Even Trump stalwart Lindsey Graham was outspoken in his condemnation of our 
president’s order.  
 

“Are we so weak and inept diplomatically that Turkey forced the hand of the United 
States of America? Turkey?”  
U.S. Senator Mitt Romney (R-Utah) on the Senate floor. 
 

“The Syria decision contributes to the hardened impression that in foreign policy [Trump 
is] all impulse, blithely operating out of his depth.  It adds to the hardening suspicion 
that in negotiations he’s not actually tough; he’ll say yes to a lot of things, to get the 
deal, the photo-op, the triumphant handshake.” 
Ronald Reagan’s speechwriter Peggy Noonan, in her Wall Street Journal opinion column. 

She predicts: 

• “Impeachment of course will happen.  The House will support whatever charges are ultimately introduced because most 
Democrats think the president is not fully sane and at least somewhat criminal.” 

• “The ultimate outcome depends on the Senate.  It takes 67 votes to convict.  Republicans control the Senate 53-47, 
and it is unlikely 20 of them will agree to remove a president of their own party.  An acquittal is likely but not fated, 
because we live in the age of the unexpected.”  (Thus your consultant’s advice on page one.  Own this story.) 
 

“I’m honored to be considered that by Donald Trump, because he also called Meryl Streep 
an overrated actress.  So I guess I’m the Meryl Streep of generals.  And frankly, that 
sounds pretty good to me.”  
General James Mattis, who resigned as Trump’s Secretary of Defense, keynoting the Al Smith Memorial Foundation Dinner in 

New York, after Trump called him “overrated.” 
  

“I pray for the president all the time.  I think now, we have to pray for his health.” 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, calling Trump’s tantrum in a White House meeting “a very serious meltdown” after the 
president learned of a House Resolution condemning his action on Syria. 
 

“That’s why we held up the money…There’s going to be political influence in foreign 
policy.  Get over it.” 
Acting White House Chief of Staff (in addition to his day job as Director of the Office of Management and Budget) Mick 
Mulvaney, admitting – despite the president’s denials – that the administration froze $391 million in congressionally allocated 
military aid to Ukraine while asking its government to investigate Joe Biden.  Shortly thereafter, a Mulvaney “clarification” 
statement contradicted his statement. 
 

“Get Over It” 
White letters on black T-shirt for sale THAT DAY from the Trump 2020 campaign, $30.  
 

“‘No quid pro quo’ is the new ‘no collusion.’” 
Bill Maher 


